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Cell-imprinted substrates: in search of nanotopographical fingerprints that guide stem cell differentiation†

Khorshid Kamguyan, a Saeed Zajforoushan Moghaddam, b Abolfazl Nazbar, b Seyyed Mohammad Amin Haramshahi, c Shiva Taheri, c Shahin Bonakdar* b and Esben Thormann b,a

Cell-imprinted substrates direct stem cell differentiation into various lineages, suggesting the idea of lineage-specific nanotopography. We herein examined the surface topography of five different imprinted cell patterns using AFM imaging and statistical analysis of amplitude, spatial, and hybrid roughness parameters. The results suggest that different cell imprints possess distinguished nanotopographical features.

Stem cells can self-renew, proliferate, and differentiate into various other cell lineages. The functioning of the cells in their natural environment is dictated by the chemical and physical cues provided by the extracellular matrix (ECM). There is a growing interest in developing biomaterials that can control cell behavior and differentiation in both in vitro and in vivo environments. It has been recently proposed that substrates with designed micro- and nanotopography could modulate stem cell fate. The idea is that cells can perceive the topographical cues from the macro-, micro-, and nanoscale features in their environment and transmit that information to their nucleus as biochemical signals. Accordingly, several studies developed substrates decorated with nanotopographical features of controlled geometry and arrangement, promoting stem cell differentiation. Substrates with fabricated patterns of nanopillars, nanogrooves/gratings, and nanopits with optimized geometries could selectively guide stem cell fate. For instance, Dalby et al. fabricated substrates comprising nanopits of 120 nm diameter, 100 nm depth, with ordered and disordered square or hexagonal patterns to stimulate osteogenesis in human mesenchymal stem cells. In particular, nanopits with a controlled disorder of 50 nm from the true center led to notably high levels of bone cell markers.

Another recent approach in topographical stimulation is to develop biomimetic substrates with the imprinted pattern of the target cells. Accordingly, a substrate that can simulate the natural niche of the target cells can induce specific signals leading to a change in phenotype. For instance, Mahmoudi et al. utilized cell-imprinted substrates to induce chondrogenesis, suggesting that stem cells respond to the pattern of native chondrocytes imprinted on their culture substrate. Follow-up studies have revealed that stem cells cultured on substrates with the imprinted patterns of keratinocytes, myoblasts, and tenocytes/chondrocytes demonstrate significant upregulation of the corresponding marker genes. We recently demonstrated that polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrates with the imprinted pattern of osteoblasts can stimulate stem cell osteogenic differentiation. It was, in particular, observed that although stem cells and osteoblasts possess quite similar microscale morphologies, they possess different nanoscale features. Notably, the elemental analysis of the surfaces indicated no trace of chemical or biological residues, ruling out the possibility of chemically induced differentiation. Thus, lineage-specific nanotopography may be the possible stimulus for the change in phenotype and fate of stem cells.

To test this hypothesis, we herein aim to quantify and compare the nanotopography of different cell-imprinted substrates, looking for nanoscale fingerprints on each pattern. Substrates with the imprinted patterns of five spindle-like cell types; i.e. adipose-derived stem cells (ADSC), osteoblasts, fibroblast-like chondrocytes (FLC), SW 1353 chondrosarcoma cells, and tenocytes were fabricated. All these cell-imprinted substrates (except SW 1353 chondrosarcoma) have been formerly utilized to stimulate stem cell differentiation. The cell-imprinted substrates were fabricated using the previously reported method. In brief, a mixture of PDMS resin and hardener is cast on the chemically fixed cell culture; once the resin is cross-linked, it is peeled off and washed thoroughly to remove all the biological debris. The surface topography of the cell-imprinted substrates was then examined using atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging in contact mode. Adopting a top-
down approach (Fig. 1), we obtained topography images of the imprints of single cells and their nucleus area, followed by a thorough roughness analysis (details of the experimental methods and roughness analysis are available in the ESI†).

All the investigated cellular patterns possess a similar spindle-like and elongated morphology, which makes them almost indistinguishable in microscale (ESI, Fig. S1†). Fig. 1 depicts the AFM images (40 µm × 40 µm) and the representative height profiles from the nucleus area of the single cell patterns. According to the height profiles, despite similar spindle-like morphology, the cellular patterns differ in the cross-section shape. For instance, the imprinted stem cells possess a more rectangular side view shape, whereas the osteoblasts have a more triangular cross-section shape. Notably, the population within each cell type shows variations in terms of depth and width of the cross-section profile; nevertheless, the cross-sectional shape appears to be exclusive for each cell type. To investigate the nanotopographical differences, AFM images (10 µm × 10 µm) from the region of the cell patterns correlated with the cytoskeleton were obtained (Fig. 2). The nanotopographies of the cellular imprints differ, as seen from the roughness (height) profiles. These differences can be quantitatively assessed using roughness parameters calculated for the topography images (20 images for each cellular pattern). Since these substrates are made of the same material and the imprints are from cells of similar morphology, customary roughness parameters, e.g., average roughness may not render detailed information on the topographical differences. Hence, we conducted a thorough roughness analysis using a set of nine standard roughness parameters.

The roughness profiles can be described as high frequency (short wavelength) fluctuations in the surface height characterized by asperities (local maxima) and valleys (local minima) of varying amplitude and spacing. The surface roughness can be characterized using three types of roughness parameters, i.e., amplitude parameters, spatial parameters, and hybrid parameters.25–27 The amplitude parameters measure the vertical characteristics of the surface deviations and describe major height properties such as the statistical average, the shape, and extreme peak/valley parameters of the height distribution. We have herein utilized the following amplitude roughness parameters: root-mean-square deviation of the surface (Sq), skewness of surface height distribution (Ssk), and kurtosis of surface height distribution (Sku) (detailed information on each roughness parameter is provided in the ESI†). The spatial (spacing) parameters quantify the horizontal characteristics (e.g., the rapidity at which the height varies over horizontal distance) of the surface deviations within the sampling area. These parameters can describe high spot density and texture strength (e.g., anisotropy and directionality) and can be useful to distinguish between highly textured and random surface structures. Herein, the following spatial parameters are employed: fastest decay autocorrelation length (Scl20), texture aspect ratio (Str20), and density of summits (Sds). The hybrid parameters are based on a combination of amplitude and spatial surface properties. These parameters specify hybrid aspects of the surface roughness, e.g., slope of the surface topography, curvature of the high spots, and interfacial area of surface, which relate to physical attributes such as surface energy, adhesion, and friction.28 The parameters included herein are the root-mean-square slope of the surface (Sdq), developed surface area ratio (Sdr), and arithmetic mean summit curvature of the surface (Ssc).

The parameters included herein are the root-mean-square slope of the surface (Sdq), developed surface area ratio (Sdr), and arithmetic mean summit curvature of the surface (Ssc).
summarized in the first row. The root mean square roughness (Sq) represents the standard deviation of the distribution of surface heights. Based on this parameter, the nanoscale patterns on each of the cell-imprinted substrates are quite distinguishable with significant differences from the stem cell-imprinted substrate. Accordingly, the osteoblast-imprinted substrate exhibits a relatively larger root mean square roughness compared to the stem cell-imprinted substrate, whereas the other patterned substrates (in particular SW 1353) demonstrate a smaller average ordinate roughness. Surface skewness (Ssk) is a measure of the asymmetry of the height distribution about the mean plane. Accordingly, a skewness value of zero represents a Gaussian (symmetrical) height distribution, a positive value indicates a surface with peaks dominating (distribution skewed above the mean plane), and a negative value refers to more pits (distribution skewed below the mean plane). All the cell-imprinted substrates (except SW 1353) demonstrate an average skewness value around zero, suggesting a rather symmetrical roughness profile. Notably, these surfaces exhibit heterogeneous nature as both negative and positive skewness values are obtained. Contrarily, SW 1353 represents a relatively negative average skewness value suggesting an asymmetric profile with the domination of valleys. Surface kurtosis (Sku) is a measure of the peakedness or sharpness of the height distribution profile. Accordingly, kurtosis values smaller than 3 represent a platykurtic profile with relatively few high peaks and low valleys, while kurtosis values larger than 3 represent a leptokurtic surface with relatively many high peaks and low valleys. It can be seen that imprinted patterns of stem cells, osteoblasts, and tenocytes possess comparable kurtosis values around 3, suggesting a normal profile where sharp and indented portions co-exist. However, the SW 1353 and fibroblast-like chondrocytes substrates demonstrate values slightly larger than 3, suggesting a more leptokurtic profile with sharp spike-like features.

The second row in Fig. 3 presents the spatial roughness parameters. The fastest decay autocorrelation length (Scl20) is a parameter with the dimension of length, which describes the character of the areal autocorrelation function (AACF) and is the length over which the function decays to a threshold value. The
A ACF, which is calculated from the inverse Fourier transform of the power spectrum of the surface, describes the dependence of the values of the height at one position on the values at another position. For an isotropic surface, the ACF decays identically fast in all directions. In contrast, anisotropic surfaces exhibit different decay functions in different radial directions. Accordingly, the ACF decays rapidly along the cross-lay direction while decays slowly along the lay direction. The fastest decay autocorrelation length is the shortest distance over which the normalized ACF decays to 0.2 regardless of direction. A large value denotes that the surface is dominated by low-frequency components. It can be seen that the patterns of stem cells and SW1353 demonstrate average Scl20 values of around 600 nm. The pattern of osteoblast is characterized by a slightly smaller average value, while fibroblast-like and tenocyte render considerably smaller values, suggesting a difference in texture isotropy of the patterns compared to stem cells. The texture aspect ratio of surface (Str20) can be used to identify the topographic texture pattern together with the fastest decay autocorrelation length. This parameter is calculated based on the ACF, defined as the ratio of the shortest decay distance to the longest decay distance at a normalized threshold of 0.2. Accordingly, the texture aspect ratio has always a value between 0 and 1. Relatively large values (>0.5) suggest a uniform texture in different directions, whereas smaller values (<0.3) indicate strong anisotropy and texture in one direction. For surfaces with neither uniform texture aspect nor significant long-creaseness, this value will be around or smaller than 0.5. Regarding the cell-imprinted substrates, all the surfaces are characterized by texture aspect ratio values in the range of 0.4 to 0.7. This suggests that all the imprinted patterns render some degree of nonuniformity in texture, which is in accordance with the fact that all the imprints are from materials very similar in nature, i.e., plasma membrane. Only the osteoblast pattern shows a significant difference from the stem cell pattern, suggesting a more anisotropic texture. Accordingly, while all the surfaces show some degree of texture anisotropy, the surface components of each exhibit different spatial frequencies. The density of summits (Sds) indicates the number of summits per unit sampling area and is a functional parameter in tribology. A summit is defined as a point above the mean plane. The observed nano-features are comparable to the size of protein-lipid complexes (~a few to tens of nanometers), which has been also examined by molecular recognition imaging (topography and recognition imaging (TREC)) studies of the plasma membrane. These distinct nanotopographical cues, through a series of mechanotransductive events (e.g., modulating the density and arrangement of focal adhesions and redistributing the components in the cytoskeleton and nucleoskeleton), are eventually translated into protein- and gene-level changes in the cell nucleus and thus affect cell commitment.

Conclusions and perspective

The surface topography of five cell-imprinted substrates (from adipose-derived stem cells, osteoblasts, fibroblast-like chondrocytes, SW1353 chondrosarcoma, and tenocytes cells) was examined using AFM. Although these cellular patterns have the slopes calculated between every adjacent data point in the x and y directions. Surfaces with step heights or sudden spikes are characterized by large values of this parameter. Herein, the patterns of stem cells, osteoblasts, and tenocyte cells are characterized by quite a similar root mean square slope values. Contrarily, the patterns of fibroblast-like and more significantly SW1353 exhibit relatively smaller slope values, suggesting a smoother variation (wider spaced texture) in surface height over the same spacing. The developed surface area ratio (Sdr) is calculated from the ratio of the rough surface to a flat surface of the same sampling area. An ideally flat surface is hence characterized by area ratio value of zero while increasing the local slope variation leads to a larger developed surface ratio. Similarly, it is shown that only fibroblast-like and SW1353 patterns render relatively smaller surface area ratios, indicating less height contrast on the surface. The mean summit curvature (Ssc) is the average of the principal curvatures of the patterns defined by the ACF length, which can be considered as a measure of summits general shape and dimension. Herein, all the cells demonstrate quite similar values of around 0.004 nm⁻¹, except SW1353 that renders a considerably smaller value of around 0.002 nm⁻¹, suggesting a considerably larger effective diameter of the summits on this pattern.

Therefore, it is evident that the studied cell imprints possess distinct nanotopographies despite their similar spindle-like morphology. Notably, the nanotopographies of SW1353 chondrosarcoma cells and fibroblast-like chondrocytes significantly differ from that of stem cells. These patterns can be distinguished by their smoother topography (based on hybrid roughness parameters) and less significant ordinal deviations (from the root mean square roughness). This observation suggests that the cells that have lost or changed function (e.g., cancer cells) possess quite distinguishable nano-scale patterns compared to the healthy cells. Regarding the patterns of osteoblast and tenocyte cells, differences in both cross-section shape, as well as ordinal roughness and texture strength, are found. Different nanotopographies of the cell-imprinted substrates could be attributed to the composition and molecular conformation of the plasma membrane of these cells. The observed nano-features are comparable to the size of protein-lipid complexes (~a few to tens of nanometers), which has been also examined by molecular recognition imaging (topography and recognition imaging (TREC)) studies of the plasma membrane. These distinct nanotopographical clues, through a series of mechanotransductive events (e.g., modulating the density and arrangement of focal adhesions and redistributing the components in the cytoskeleton and nucleoskeleton), are eventually translated into protein- and gene-level changes in the cell nucleus and thus affect cell commitment.
quite similar shape and morphology, they demonstrate nanotopographical differences that are measurable by a set of surface roughness parameters. This finding calls for further investigation of the nanotopography of different cellular templates. For higher statistical significance, the data population must be increased to eliminate any risk of bias. For instance, skewness and kurtosis parameters are calculated from the third and fourth central moment of height distribution so can be extremely sensitive to imaging artifacts. Such investigation should comprise an extended number of roughness parameters, as well. The presented results can help us in finding out how cells respond to nanotopographical stimuli by identifying the critical roughness scale and parameters. As there is still extensive debate on the mechanisms of mechanotransduction in cells, a key factor to move forward is to understand the length scale of cell’s physical recognition in terms of micro and nano topographies. Knowing how to tune the cells functioning using nanotopography opens new routes in regenerative medicine and cell-based therapies, e.g., developing patient-specific clinical prostheses with topographies that can directly modulate stem cell fate.
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